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Bill would crack down on traffic in stolen IDs
By Howard Fischer
CAPITOL MEDIA SERVICES
 
PHOENIX - Saying there is an epidemic in Arizona, state lawmakers are trying to make the penalty for trafficking in
stolen IDs the equivalent of  rape, armed robbery and child molesting.
 
The legislation, introduced this week by Sen. Marilyn Jarrett, R-Mesa, would make it a Class 2 felony to sell,
transfer or transmit personal identifying information to someone else without the consent of  the person whose
information is being used.
 
That carries a maximum term of  12 1/2 years in prison -and more than 23 years for anyone who already has a
felony record.
 
But Maricopa County Attorney Andrew Thomas, who crafted the measure, conceded he really isn't counting on
actually getting anyone convicted of  a Class 2 felony.
 
Thomas said he expects anyone charged with trafficking in stolen IDs actually will plead it down to a lesser crime.
 
He said the proposed new law, if  enacted, would make it easier for prosecutors "to bring these thieves to justice."
But he acknowledged under questioning that there is nothing in the proposal that actually will result in more arrests
or prosecutions.
 
Existing law already makes it a crime to possess or use someone else's identity.
 
Aside from creating the new crime of  trafficking in stolen IDs, the bill, SB 1210, would impose stiffer penalties on
those who have five or more false identifications.
 
Thomas said anyone who is guilty of  these proposed new crimes could be prosecuted under existing laws.
 
But he said the law needs to be changed because Arizona has one of  the highest rates of  identity theft in the
nation. .
 
"Your good credit, your financial health, and your reputation as a responsible citizen who pays your bills on time all
are destroyed when your identity is stolen," he said.
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